
   

 

 

The 2018 Hurricane Season: More Active than Expected 

What was anticipated to be a relatively quiet season saw two high-impact U.S. landfalling 
hurricanes. The 2018 season is one for the record books with communities still struggling to recover 
from the devastation.  

With 15 named storms and 8 hurricanes of which 2 became major hurricanes, 2018 was slightly above the long-term 
average of 12 named storms, 6.5 hurricanes and 2 major hurricanes. The season saw a very quiet August, but a very 
active early September and October. The storm tracks (shown in Figure 1) show a high number of storms started near 
the coast of Africa and another cluster of tracks in the middle Atlantic. The season will be remembered for major 
Hurricanes Florence and Michael that brought severe impacts to the U.S. 

 
Figure 1: Tropical storm tracks colored by intensity for the 2018 hurricane season.  
Source: TheHurricaneEditorMaker. 

How good were the forecasts? 
The early-season forecasts issued in June had a higher spread than usual. Some called for below normal and some 
called for above normal activity. At the low end, Tropical Storm Risk (TSR) predicted a very quiet season up to 50% 
below normal. This was based on their expectation that the current cool Atlantic Ocean temperatures would persist 
through the hurricane season. At the high end, North Carolina State University called for a highly active year, up to 50% 
above normal, depending on the metric. NOAA and Colorado State University (CSU) provided views closer to normal 
activity. 
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By mid-July El Niño was becoming an increasingly likely 
prospect. In addition, cooler than normal waters persisted 
across the North Atlantic. This prompted CSU to reduce 
their early-season forecast activity by 30-50%. TSR, on the 
other hand, were already predicting a very quiet season in 
late May and continued to do so in their July update. CSU 
notes that this year’s forecasts were unusual in that the 
early-season forecasts were more skillful than later season 
forecasts. Why did the CSU and NOAA forecasts trend in 
the wrong direction (see Table 1)? 

The early season forecasts that called for above normal 
activity were based on warmer than normal Atlantic Ocean 
temperatures. May and June saw a strong subtropical 
high-pressure season that drove enhanced evaporative cooling and upwelling of cooler waters over the Eastern Atlantic. 
The forecasts responded by lowering their hurricane activity predictions.  

But the 2018 season was able to achieve high activity despite the cooler Eastern Atlantic. We think this was because of 
weak winds aloft over the Eastern Atlantic that allowed a 
high number of storms to develop off the coast of Africa. 
The winds aloft were weaker than expected because El 
Niño failed to fully develop. The steering flow also set up 
to guide these distant storms towards the U.S. In addition, 
the ocean became warmer than normal in the mid-
latitudes, supporting a high number of sub-tropical storms. 
This mid-latitude warmth supported Hurricane Leslie, 
which brought high impacts to Portugal (Figure 1). 

Hurricane Florence 
What started as a distant prospect off the African coast 
developed over many days to be a record-breaking U.S. 
event. Hurricane Florence broke rainfall records for 
tropical storms in North and South Carolina. Rains in 
South Carolina peaked at nearly 2 feet, while rains in 
North Carolina reached almost 3 feet. 

Florence intensified rapidly offshore, supported by warm waters that extended to great depth. Winds aloft were generally 
light which allowed the storm to mature.  Florence was guided around the southern side of a subtropical high-pressure 
system, towards the U.S. Figure 1 shows the track deviation towards the Carolinas.  Florence then put on the brakes as 
it came up against a high-pressure region over the Ohio Valley. With its path blocked, it got stuck for days (Figure 2). 
Stalling near the coast meant that half of the storm remained over the ocean. This allowed the storm to pump moisture 
inland continuously for many hours. This dangerous scenario of a stalled coastal hurricane was eerily reminiscent of 
2017s Hurricane Harvey. This set the stage for unprecedented rainfall and a storm surge that spanned multiple tide 
cycles. 

Hurricane Michael 
Michael was the third most intense hurricane to ever make landfall on the U.S. The storm’s central pressure plunged to 
919hPa at landfall, driving sustained 1-minute average winds of 155mph. These were the strongest U.S. landfalling winds 
since Hurricane Andrew in 1992.  

Michael sprang to life within summerlike conditions centered over Central America, known as the Central American 
gyre. This gyre is notorious for spawning hurricanes. Hurricane Michael gathered strength within this gyre, supported by 
the rich moisture-laden air and sea surface temperatures that were 2 to 4°F above normal.   

Table 1: Benchmarking the 2018 Atlantic Season  
Tropical 
Storms 

Total 
Hurricanes 

Major 
Hurricanes 

2018 season  15 8 2 

2017 season 17 10 6 

1981-2010 season average 12.0 6.5 2.0 

2018 CSU season forecast 
 (May 31, 2018) 

14 7 3 

2018 CSU season forecast 
 (Aug 2, 2018) 

12 5 1 

2018 NOAA season forecast 
(May 24, 2018) 

10-16 5-9 1-4 

2018 NOAA season forecast 
(Aug 9, 2018) 

9-13 4-7 0-2 

Figure 2: Hurricane Florence stalled along the 
coasts of the Carolinas. Source: NOAA. 
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The intensifying storm became embedded within the southerly flow 
between two large weather systems. Forecast models handle these 
large-scale weather systems very well. As a result, track forecasts were 
excellent. Michael accelerated north towards the Gulf Coast and forecast 
guidance was in higher-than-normal agreement for a landfall on the 
Florida Panhandle.  

On Oct 8th and 9th Michael struggled against upper-level winds. Most of 
the thunderstorm activity was pushed off to the northwest side. However, 
boosted by the warm waters of the Gulf, Michael’s structure organized 
into a more typical circular storm. These warm waters extended to great 
depth. This limited any upwelling of cooler water that can act to weaken 
other hurricanes. 

However, even when the storm was at Category 3 intensity, the storm 
had not formed a complete eye-wall structure. Eventually, overnight on 
October 9th, a complete eye-wall formed, allowing the robust storm’s 
winds to jump to high-end Category 4 speeds. Nothing stood between 
the storm and the Florida coast other than energy-rich waters. The storm continued to intensity right up until landfall, 
leading to remarkable satellite images of barrier islands within the eye. This continued intensification was driven by the 
winds still spinning up to balance the rapidly deepening central pressure. 

After landfall, Michael zipped across the southeastern U.S. States bringing tropical storm strength winds and localized 
flash flooding. As the storm emerged off the U.S. East Coast it tapped into a new source of energy available from 
temperature gradients and transformed into a powerful extra-tropical storm. 

Lessons learned 
The 2018 hurricane season taught us an important lesson about building codes. Hurricane Michael brought winds that 
exceeded the design level wind speeds over large portions of the inland Florida Panhandle.  

The statewide Florida Building Code was implemented in 2002. But inland areas of the Florida Panhandle were exempt 
from many high-impact protections until 2007. These include requiring impact-resistant windows and doors, and 
hurricane shutters. This exemption was justified on an expectation that the inland region of the Panhandle could not 
experience major hurricane force winds. Then Michael brought Category 3 winds all the way into Georgia. The lesson is 
that there will always be a worse extreme given enough time or opportunity. 

The 2018 season also reemphasized that hurricanes can be major wet events in addition to major wind events. This was 
demonstrated by Florence’s flood damages and long duration flood impacts. 

Record breaking East Pacific hurricane season 
While the Atlantic certainly had a memorable season, it was the East Pacific that broke the most records. According to 
CSU, the 2018 East Pacific season was the most active on record as defined by its Accumulated Cyclone Energy 
(ACE). ACE is a combined measure of storm numbers, longevity and intensity over the season. The East Pacific saw 23 
named storms, 13 hurricanes, of which 10 became major hurricanes. This far exceeds average values of 15 named 
storms, 8 hurricanes, of which 3 become major hurricanes.  

The season will also be remembered for its 3 Category 5 hurricanes: Willa, Lane, and Walaka. A category 5 in the 
vicinity of Hawaii, Hurricane Lane never made landfall but still brought over 4 feet of rainfall to parts of the Big Island. 
This is the wettest tropical storm on record for Hawaii. Another notable event was the double landfall of Tropical Storm 
Olivia on Maui and Lanai. 2018 continued the string of elevated tropical cyclone activity for the Hawaiian Islands that 
began in 2014. 

 

Figure 3: Hurricane Michael’s eye 
evident far inland over the Florida 
Panhandle. Source: NOAA. Source: 
Rick Kohrs, University of Wisconsin 
/SSEC.
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An early look to 2019 
Given that El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the 
strongest known control on the North Atlantic hurricane 
season, our early look at 2019 focuses on how ENSO is 
expected to evolve.  

El Niño is expected to be declared this winter and is 
forecast to persist well into 2019 (Figure 4). As usual, 
our ability to forecast ENSO beyond May is low. But the 
odds are stacked in favor of El Niño for the peak of the 
2019 hurricane season. 

The official ENSO forecast calls for a 61% chance of El 
Niño, a 33% chance of neutral conditions, and only a 
6% chance of La Niña. El Niño accelerates winds aloft 
over the tropical North Atlantic Ocean, and therefore 
decreases the odds for an active hurricane season.  

The Willis Re Analytics Team is monitoring ENSO 
development and will advise appropriately on its 
potential impacts as conditions evolve. This includes specific modeled loss advice reflecting expected ENSO conditions 
(ENSO Conditioned View of Hurricane Risk). 

Additional perspectives 
In addition to this general discussion of the 2018 Hurricane Season, The Willis Re Analytics Team produced a focused 
report of actual hurricane damages. The report highlights the findings of our Hurricane Michael damage reconnaissance 
survey in which our team made several key findings. To view our Hurricane Michael damage survey report, please click 
here.  

Sources: 
Klotzbach, P.J. and M. M. Bell, Summary of 2018 Atlantic Tropical Cyclone Activity and Verification of Authors’ Seasonal 
and Two-Week Forecasts. Nov 28, 2018. Available at http://tropical.colostate.edu  
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Figure 4: The official CPC/IRI ENSO probability forecast, based on a 
consensus of forecasters using human judgment and model output. 
Source: International Research Institute for Climate and Society. 
Published Mid-Nov 2018.


